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“Irene & Reed create jazzy piano-based songs fueled by powerful vocals. 
They do what Tori Amos hasn’t done in a decade and what Fiona Apple doesn’t do enough of.” 

— Josh Flynn, The Indiana Music Project 
~ 

It’s about returning to your roots.... 
 
Members 
Leslie Benson: vocals, lyrics 
Jason Reed Milner: keyboards, piano  
Edward Venable: drums, percussion, backing vocals 
 
(Indianapolis, Ind.) — “I’ve been doing electronic music for over 15 years,” Jason Reed Milner says. “I wanted to 
branch out and explore other genres of music.” 
        Milner (Nimbus, Form 30 and Seven Mile Radius), a classically trained pianist, and Leslie Irene Benson (Burning 
Veda), a singer/songwriter and journalist, met in 2005 in Indianapolis, Ind., sharing an affinity for industrial and 
electronic music. Four years later, they began collaborating as Irene & Reed, writing the music they secretly loved 
best — melodic, heartfelt original songs. 
        Interweaving a raw American folk vibe with sultry blues vocals, a hint of pop sensibility and a playful blend of 
rock, ragtime, jazz and classical piano, Irene & Reed take listeners on an emotional ride of aural storytelling on their 
debut album, Closer to Home. With music and lyrics inspired by vocalist Benson's poetic works, the album also 
highlights Milner on piano, organ, strings and guitar, and his brother, Brad Milner, a sound engineer from Sony Tree 
Studios in Nashville, Tenn., guest-stars on bass and percussion.  
        “Closer to Home feels organic and tangible,” Milner says. “It’s a totally different writing style than what I was 
doing and a fresh, much-needed change.” 
        The album presents a humble first-take glimpse of pure Midwestern culture, exploring the transition between 
childhood into adulthood. It urges listeners to reclaim their dreams and remember the things they love and the things 
that make them who they are.  
        In their first album review, garnering an 8 / 10 star rating, music critic Emily Thompson of Stereo Subversion 
writes of Irene & Reed’s debut album: “Closer to Home has an antique ambiance.... The combination of the smooth, 
rich vocals and jazzy piano add to an old-time theme. The lyrical depth is striking, catchy and accessible from the 
outset, yet made up of layers sure to uncover meaning from multiple spins. Perhaps the aspect most endearing is the 
intimacy displayed throughout. This is true art.” 
        For Benson, writing the songs for Closer to Home stemmed from her Midwest upbringing. “It’s based on the 
memories I shared with friends and family in my hometown (Dayton, Ohio), and it also touches on more physical 
roots — my ancestry,” Benson says. “Though American born, the soles of my feet are from Berlin, Germany, where so 
much history lies. Knowing my roots makes me feel whole. It has given me a foundation on which to grow.”  
        Irene & Reed welcomed drummer and backing vocalist Edward Venable (Second Fiddle, Placebo, Bone Daddie) on 
board for their 2011-2012 Midwestern tour, as well as for studio work on their upcoming second album, Struggle, 
Strength, Reclamation, which will be released in 2012 and features guest musician Eric Latham on bass guitar. “We 
hope our songs will reconnect you with yourself — your ancestry, your dreams and your ability to love, 
unconditionally.” 
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